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BACKGROUND AND AIM

• Mood disorders and antidepressants, particularly selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), have been previously associated with lower bone mineral density (BMD)
•
•

and increased fracture risk.1
Trabecular bone score (TBS) is a bone imaging technique using lumbar spine DXA images to assess grey-level variation and provide an indirect measure of trabecular
microarchitecture at the lumbar spine.2
Using data from the Geelong Osteoporosis Study (GOS) – a large, randomly-selected, population based cohort study – we aimed to determine if TBS was associated with
mood disorders and antidepressant use.
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• Multivariable linear regression models were used to assess associations between mood disorders, antidepressants and TBS, adjusting for potential covariates including age,
•
•

height, weight and lifestyle factors (alcohol consumption, physical activity, smoking and other medication use). Age was centred about the mean for inclusion in the models.
Models were developed separately for both current mood disorder and antidepressant use. In addition, a combined model including both variables was developed to test
for independent effects.
Interval plots highlight differences in mean TBS between those with and without current mood disorders, with and without current antidepressant use, and with and
without current SSRI use.

RESULTS

Table 2: Combined model for TBS including current mood
disorder and antidepressant use. Mean age was 55.3yr.

• Characteristics of those with and without a current mood disorder, as well as antidepressant

•
•
•
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users and non-users, are shown in Table 1.
Current mood disorder was correlated with TBS (r=-0.073, p=0.059). In a model adjusted for
age and height, current mood disorder was associated with a 4.9% decrease in TBS (p<0.001).
Similarly, current antidepressant use was correlated with TBS (r=-0.171, p<0.001), as was
current use of SSRIs (r=-0.138, p<0.001). In a model adjusted for age, height and smoking
status, current antidepressant use was associated with a 3.5% decrease in TBS (p<0.001).
Interval plots for TBS show differences in mean TBS between groups (see Figure).
A combined model including current mood disorder and use of antidepressants found their
effects on TBS to be independent (see Table 2).
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Figure: Interval plots for TBS by (a) current mood disorder, (b) any antidepressant use and (c) SSRI use.

Table 1: Descriptive characteristics of the women included in the study. Data presented as mean±SD, median (IQR) or n (%).
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
• Both current mood disorder and antidepressant use were independently
•

•
•

associated with lower TBS in a population based sample of Australian women.
The strengths of this study include a randomly-selected, population-based
sample, the use of the SCID-I/NP for comprehensive diagnosis of mood disorders
at time of visit, and a large array of clinical and questionnaire data for adjustment
against confounding. A limitation was that medication use was self-reported, and
there was limited power to look at antidepressant classes other than SSRIs.
Future work in this area could explore other classes of antidepressants.
This confirms previous research showing negative effects of both mood disorders,
and antidepressant medication on bone health including BMD and fracture risk,
and presents new data indicating that bone microarchitecture as measured by
TBS is also affected.

